Beauty
Slim Diet

Salt is the worst enemy of dieting!
Taking salt can be the cause Collected
water and
of gaining weight.
wasted
Water in your body have roles to send nutritions to the
cells, and remove wasted materials. However, when
there's a problem with the balance, water gets collected
between each cells,
and that can cause "swelling". This kind of water makes

DIET SUPPLIMENT TO MAKE
BEAUTIFUL LEGS AND
SMALLER FACE ＜CONTENT QUANTITY＞
＞
＜INGREDIENTS＞
＞
Active Fiber®
Cornsilk and angelica
Mugwort
Vitamin B Group

Vicious cycle of making
the body cold and
Lower the
swelly by
Blood
metabolism
taking salt

circulation
failure

the body cold, causes blood circulation failure, and makes
poor metabolism.

1.5g per pack
＜HOW TO TAKE＞
＞
Please take one pack at a time as it is.

Makes the
body cold

Removes the "salt" which can cause swelling!
It supports the water metabolism.

SUGGESTED RETAIL PRICE
3,980 JPY tax separated

Active Fiber ®

Swelling

materials

Have a license of manufacturing method patent

Three ingredients are combined in good balance

Natural dietary fiber taken from marine plants
remove unnecessary salt and water out of your
body!
Active Fiber is the world's first food
product to absorb sodium, which is
made from brown algae and produced
by "Active Ion Method (specially
licensed)" .

(Active Fiber)

Active
Fiber®

Selected materials including "Cornsilk" which is well known for supplement for swelling.
Salt(SodiumChloride)

Potassium is
stuck to AF.
stomach

Sodium and
potassium get
separated
because of
stomach acid

Cornsilk and angelica
intestines

(seaweed)
＜Ability to absorb salt＞
(sea kelp)
(mg salt/gAF)

Active Fiber has the ability to
absorb sodium 20 to 30 times more
seaweed and sea kelp!

Intestines absorb
sodium, and removes
potassium
AF keeps the
sodium until they
are both removed as the stool.

In the market, the "Cornsilk" is getting popular as the main ingredient of supplement for
swelling. We selected and combined the cornsilk as the main ingredient, and some
other ingredients which are well known and effective.

Improves how you feel through the
synergistic effects of corn silk, which
promotes expulsion of water, and
angelica, which improves blood flow.
Relieves swelling, sluggishness and
fatigue by activating lymph blood
flow in your legs.

Mugwort
Mugwort is one of the herbal medicines
which makes the vital energy and blood
flow smoothly, enhance the effect of built-in
functions, and makes you feel full of energy.
Mugwort also removes the impurites out of
the body, which is effective to cure
constipation, swelling, hot flush and bad
skin condition.

Normalize the water metabolism,
and get your original face and body line!

